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Abstract:
Background: In rope rescue a prusik knot can be utilized for redundancy, ascending, belaying
nad tensioning of high-lines. Exapmles of prusik knows include: Bachmann Knot, French Prusik,
and kthe Traditional Prusik. The focus of this research was on the traditional triple wrap with a
double fisherman’s know on the hitch prusik.
Aim: The im of this study was to compare the traditional triple wrap prusik to the triple wrap
prusik with the double fisherman’s knot on the hitch and their used within the rope resuce
environment with a specific focus on the breaking strength and slippage of the knots.
Methods: A testing system was rigged, using a load cell, chains, electronic warn winch and a
snatch block pulley. A total of 60 prusik knots were pulled (30 traditional triple wrap prusiks and
30 triple wrap, with a fisherman’s knot on the hitch, prusiks). The researchers alternated
between the traditional and the triple wrap, with a double fisherman’s knot on the hitch, prusik.
Data was recorded utilizing a data collection template, which recorded breaking strength
(kg/kN), slippage (mm/cm), and location where, specifically, the knots broke. Results were also
captured on a specialized program designed to record the data drectly from the load cell, which
was captured in kilograms (kg).
Results: The prusiks with the fisherman’s knot on the hitch broke at a similar breakage (kg/kN)
average to the traditional prusiks. In total, 86% of these prusiks broke at the wraps under the
knot. Slippage was more consistent and the lengths (cm) were more noticeable in the prusik
with the fishermans knot in comparison to the traditional prusik.
Conclusion: Prusiks with the fisherman’s knot broke at a similar weight as the traditional prusiks
and slipped more consistently in weight and length in comparision to the traditional prusiks. The
use of this knot is suggested for lowering and raising, and to be used as redundancy in a rope

rescue system. However, further research should be done in the form of a tandem triple wrap
prusik to determine slippage and breakages for the use in highlines.

